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InLiquid at the Bride presents

I'll Teach Your Grandma To Grow Gills,
new work by Ashley Payne
September 4 – October 17, 2009
Painted Bride Art Center Café Gallery
230 Vine Street, Philadelphia, PA
First Friday receptions: September 4 and October 2, 5 – 7 pm

(Philadelphia, August 2009) This fall InLiquid presents I’ll Teach Your Grandma To Grow Gills, an installation of
new paintings and mixed media work by Philadelphia based artist Ashley Payne at the Painted Bride Art Center
Café Gallery. There will be a reception for the artist on First Friday, September 4, 2009 from 5 to 7 pm.
Further delving into her interest in the intersection of narrative and the subconscious, Payne's spontaneous and
colorful paintings explore a process-oriented approach and invoke a sense of improvisation and surreal
inventiveness. Incorporating drawing, painting, and other media, I'll Teach Your Grandma To Grow Gills creates
a vivid environment of fanciful landscapes, underwater creatures, and uninhibited wildness.
In creating her work, Payne uses improvisation and chance to inform her process. To start a new work, Payne
blindfolds herself to encourage freedom and spontaneity, and creates a dense ground through gestural lines
and doodles. She then builds on this ground with numerous layers, each building on the next, thus creating a
stream of consciousness narrative to each work.
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Ashley Payne is a queer artist originally from the sunshine state. She recently graduated from The University of
the Arts and nowadays spends most of her time either with her dog Lydia or in her Juniper Street studio (Space
Race Studios) painting fantastical sea creatures and other critters that happen to lurk in her subconscious.
The public hours for the Painted Bride Café Gallery are noon – 6 pm, Tuesday – Saturday, and until 7 pm on the
First Friday of each month.
Image credit: Ashley Payne, The Whale That Ate a Barbie and Crapped Out Pink, 2008, mixed media on water color paper, 42” x 87
½”
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